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Abstract. Fast particles diagnostic is needed for studying and controlling many of the fusion plasma key 

phenomena: fuel cycle (burning), additional heating, instabilities development, etc. Gamma measurements can 

give necessary for solving this problem data. Ability of simultaneous diagnosing different ion species (H, D, T, 
3
He, etc), getting information on both leaving and confined particles, obtaining data from all plasma regions –

core to periphery – are some of the most important advantages of - measurements. High resolution techniques 

of the diagnostic provides qualitatively more - emission spectral data giving powerful tools for getting insight 

into distribution function (DF) energy and speed anisotropy dependencies. To implement these techniques on 

ITER it was suggested to add high purity germanium (HPGe) detector to neutral particles analyzer (NPA) 

complex. Favorable measurement conditions (relatively low temperature, neutron fluxes and magnetic field) 

simplify development and decreases its cost. Embedding detector into NPA complex significantly enhances its 

diagnostic abilities and also complements - and neutrons tomographic measurements data. First prototype of the 

detection system is manufactured and workbench for tests assembled. Preliminary tests evidence the ability of 

the system to fulfill ITER diagnostic requirements. Expected diagnostic performance on ITER was estimated for 

inductive scenario using plasma emission simulation with simple MCNP model calculations. MCNP calculation 

also demonstrated that embedding HPGe detector into NPA complex leads to even lower neutron fields behind it 

comparing to the iron-water neutron dump suggested before. 

 

1. Introduction 

Gamma- ray spectrometric systems on tokamaks provide unique means for fast ions and 

runaway electrons diagnostics. These particles play key role in the energy balance of fusion 

plasma and their impact is important on plasma instabilities development. Collisions of the 

fast particles can induce nuclear reactions with excited nuclei in the exit channel. Deexcitation 

- quanta can form lines on spectra registered with detector. Relative intensities of these lines 

can give information on fast particles. Not only fast nuclei can be source for the measurable 

emission – the runaway electrons produce bremsstrahlung quanta in the same MeV energy 

range. So, the same detectors can be used for runaway electron diagnostics [1-3]. General 

review of - spectroscopic methods used for hot plasma diagnostics including its historical 

genesis, underlying physics, technical, and application results and literature survey can be 

found in [4]. 

High resolution of HPGe detectors in case of - lines allows not only measuring intensities, 

but also registering their shapes. Consequent analysis of even single lineshape (LS) can give 

information on DF of the fast ions in the velocities space. In addition, high resolution 

measurements can provide significantly better separation of the - lines and higher peak-to-

background (PTB) ratio. Review of the high resolution gamma diagnostic (HRGD) techniques 

can be found in [5]. 
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Gamma diagnostic is used on many tokamaks all over the world. One of the most 

comprehensive systems is routinely used on JET [4]. JET - diagnostic includes tomographic 

system, “directly” measuring spatial properties of fast particles DFs, subsystem for 

diagnosing particles leaving the plasma and set of spectrometers. The ability of the HRGD to 

obtain parameters of DFs was successfully demonstrated at JET with reactions 
9
Be(, n)

12
C, 

9
Be(

3
He, p)

11
B, 

12
C(

3
He, p)

14
N and others [5, 6]. 

Gamma diagnostic is under development for ITER. Diagnostic is responsible for about ten 

groups of parameters – including those of 1a, 1b and 2 – three of which have primary status. 

Particularly it is unique in measuring parameters of confined runaway electrons, needed for 

ensuring safety of the tokamak. Corresponding ITER systems include vertical - camera and 

HRGD which are under responsibility of the Ioffe Institute scientific team. This report covers 

development of the HRGD system. Report on the development of the vertical - camera was 

published in [7], more recent results will also be covered on this Fusion Energy 

Conference (2012) [3]. 

There are some advantages of the - diagnostic comparing to other systems used to study 

same plasma phenomena. Indeed, in some cases - diagnostic can produce data 

complimentary to the neutron measurements and it can also be unique in aneutronic scenarios. 

Then, plasma core is clearly visible for - measurements in contrary to many other techniques. 

Finally, - diagnostic can distinguish different particles with the same A/Z ratio (particularly 

’s and Ds). More points can be listed here. 

2. Solution under development 

Halpha and diamond
spectrometers HENPA LENPA

neutron
attenuator

Gamma detector
 

FIG. 1. Layout of NPA diagnostic complex including HPGe detector. 

Recent progress in ITER diagnostics development includes a combination of NPA with the 

high resolution - detector, as well as with neutron diamond and H spectrometers. Gamma 

detector is expected to be placed in equatorial plane behind the NPA (HENPA and LENPA – 

high and low energy NPA components, port 11) flight tube flange (see fig 1). Also optional 

installing of LaBr3(Ce) scintillator is considered to deal with the highest - emission and to 

track its fastest variation. Mentioned detector(s) location means quite favorable measurement 

conditions: room temperature, low magnetic field (<0.1 T), tolerable neutrons level. Common 

viewable volume of plasma makes joint analysis of diagnostics data notably more convenient 

as the following examples illustrate. Firstly, information on lines intensities can be used for 

deducing the relative plasma components densities. For example, reactions like 
9
Be(t, n)

11
and 

12
C(d, p)

13
C can be used for getting D/T isotope ratio – which is one of the 

main tasks for NPA. The benefits of the high resolution - measurements within the 

diagnostic complex the simple model demonstrates, in which the NPA data on perpendicular 
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to magnetic field component and - spectra, which are dependent on parallel speed projection, 

are complementary. Even more complete data on fast ions parameters can be straightly 

obtained by adding information from ITER - and neutron tomographic systems, which are 

under development. Particularly, different anisotropies of DF correspond to different spatial 

distributions of - emission due to different particles trajectories. Mentioned qualitative 

difference was observed in JET for trapped and free ions [8]. 

In order to protect HPGe crystal from harmful neutron flux (semiconductor detectors are 

especially sensitive to this kind of radiation) and to improve PTB ratio 
6
LiH neutron 

attenuator [9] should be placed before detector. Attenuator of 80 cm length reduces neutron 

flux by 3-5 orders of magnitude (depending on its energy) but only ~5 times ’s. 

It is shown that embedding HRGD into NPA complex does not lead to increase in neutron 

fields anywhere. Design reviews (DRs) of the HRGD subsystem is planned to be a part of 

NPA complex DRs. 

3. Measurements modeling 

In order to estimate expected performance of the diagnostic 
9
Be(d, p)

10
Be reaction (

10
Be first 

level deexcitation, - quanta energy E3.368 MeV) was taken. This reaction has typical cross 

section value (tens of mb), other reactions have also comparable E value and consequently 

about the same detection efficiency, finally, density profiles of the impurities are quite the 

same. So, a number of different reactions will have about the same count rate. 

First of all, uniting data from EXFOR nuclear databases (http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/exfor, [10-

12]) reaction cross section was found and parameterized using astrophysical S- factor 

formalism in order to obtain smooth and stable description in wide energies range. 

As input data for the calculations the DFs estimations for the inductive ITER scenario were 

used, knock-on deuterons interaction with 
9
Be plasma component was considered [13]. In this 

scenario knock-on deuterons DF can be expressed as: 

  , ( ) ( )d dF E r f E n r  , 

where deuterons energy dependence f(Ed) given numerically, see fig 2 below: 
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FIG 2. Energy distribution for steady-state population of fast deuterons [13]. 

and minor radius dependence can be scaled with expression: 
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where ne – electron density, Ti and Te – bulk ions and electrons populations temperatures. 

Isotropic speed distribution of the fast particles stated in the model described.  

Then reaction rate per unit beryllium concentration was found: 

 max

min

2
( ) ( )

E
d

d d d
E

d

E
I f E E dE

m
   (1), 

where (Ed) – reaction cross section, md – deuteron mass, Emin and Emax – integration limits: 

~0.1–3.9 MeV – the impact of the integrand outside this range is negligible. So, for the 

reaction under consideration and given f(Ed) specific reaction rate value was found: 

I=4.954·10
-7

. Radial dependence I’ of the reaction rate can be obtained by scaling I with 

beryllium concentration and n(r) – see fig. 3: 
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FIG 3. 
9
Be(d, p)10

Be Reaction rate. 

This dependence can be well approximated with Gaussian function (see fig. 3): 

  
2

0
1

0 0

2
exp 2

S r
S r

r r

  
     
   

 (2), 

where r0=85.7 cm, S0=3.94·10
12

 cm
-2

s
-1

. Plasma elongation can be taken into account by 

replacing r
2
 in this expression by x

2
+(y/)

2
, where =1.7, x and y – horizontal and vertical 

axes of the coordinate system in poloidal cross section with zero point at plasma centre. In the 

further calculations it was used total reaction rate, analytically obtained with volume 

integration over cuboid (covering visible plasma volume) centered at origin of the coordinate 

system: 

   0 0

0 0

2 2
, , 2

2
ko

x y
I x y z zS r erf erf

r r






    
           

   

, 

where 2x, 2y, 2z – corresponding sizes of integration cuboid (200x30x40 cm
3
 in the 

following calculations) and erf – error function.  

As the next step toward detector count rate estimation simplified MCNP model describing 

propagation of - quanta through NPA system and its registration by HPGe detector was 

developed. ITER source distribution corresponding equation 2 and restricted with the 
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mentioned cuboid was modelled, full absorption on the inner elements and walls of flight tube 

was simulated. Found registration probability ~10
-7

 and Iko=4.61·10
9
 result in count rate 

464 s
-1

; 200 s
-1

 – in full absorption peak (FAP). In order to define abilities of - detector to be 

used for isotope D/T ratio diagnostic similar to the given above estimations were carried out 

for 
9
Be(t, p)

11
B reaction with 7.262 MeV 

11
B level excitation. In this calculation only 

expression 1 is needed to be recalculated resulting in value, that can be used as constant 

scaling factor for all the following expressions. So, for 
9
Be(t, p)

11
B reaction found count rate 

estimation is ~90 s
-1 

(FAP 40 s
-1

). Finally, after 
6
LiH neutron attenuator observable count-

rates will be 5 times lower. 

4. Technical approaches 

In this section implementation of the two basic system components – hardware and software – 

will be discussed. 

4.1. Hardware prototype 

Within the development cycle of the HRGD system for ITER the prototype of the detector 

assembly has been manufactured and workbench measurements carried out in Ioffe Institute. 

In these measurements ORTEC GAMMA-X detector (relative efficiency 49%) equipped with 

a “Transistor Reset Preamplifier” and Mechanical Cooler was used. High and low 

voltage (HV and LV) support and signal processing was implemented on ORTEC DSPEC-50 

analyzer. Also Instrumental Systems (Moscow, RF) ADCs and developed in Ioffe Institute 

dedicated codes were used in tests. The similar system (detector and cooler) is used on JET – 

some system description and detector photo can be found in [14]. The choice of components 

will shortly be justified below. Mentioned in this subsection parameters for ORTEC hardware 

are taken from its documentation. 

The core element of the spectrometer is Gamma-X detector. This is n- type reverse-electrode 

configuration HPGe Coaxial detector. In the Gamma-X detector electron collection is of 

primary importance, that is why effect of neutron-produced trapping holes centres is not so 

critical for it. Therefore, no critical energy resolution deterioration can be expected for 

fluencies up to 10
10

 neutrons/cm
2
. So one of the key requirements for the choice of the 

detector was the compatibility with neutron fluxes. 

The Transistor Reset Preamplifier significantly exceeds performance of conventional 

preamplifiers, especially in case of high count-rates – such modes are of crucial importance 

for ITER. With Transistor Reset Preamplifier a coaxial detector system may measure 1 MeV 

events at rate of 5·10
5
 s

-1
 or more with comparable resolution and peak shift as found on data 

acquired at 10
5
 s

-1
 using the same amplifier time constant. Most resistive feedback system 

measuring 1 MeV events will show noticeable peak shift and resolution degradation above 

5·10
4
 s

-1
 with complete preamplifier shut off above 1.2·10

5
 s

-1
. 

In order for HPGe detectors to function properly, they must be cooled to a temperature in the 

range of 85 to 105 K. Two methods can be used for cooling: liquid nitrogen and mechanical 

coolers. Liquid nitrogen or LN2 is the most common current cooling method. Drawbacks 

include safety hazards and regular necessity to refill dewars (at least one time per two weeks 

for the largest standard 30L dewar) – that can be critical issue for ITER diagnostic 

implementation. Mechanical coolers do not suffer from the same safety hazards and they 

provide continuous cooling as long as electricity is available. The initial cost for the system 

can be as low as standard LN2 dewar and cryostat. Current level of technology is only 

recommends annual vacuum checks. One of the drawbacks of this cooling technique is 
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slightly higher temperature: it is important to keep detector as close as possible to 77 K, to 

minimize neutron damage effect. More detailed investigations, including possible workbench 

neutron irradiation are planned. 

4.2. Signal processing 

The great challenge arising while implementing the system is achieving the highest possible 

count rates without significant deterioration of energy resolution. Since one of the key 

elements influencing these performance parameters is signal processing, a lot of efforts are 

spent on its development. Fast - spectrometry techniques intensively being developed in 

Ioffe Institute and implemented on JET and some other experimental machines [15, 16] are 

being adapted for application with HRGD. Different approaches have been studied within the 

scope of this activity: to digitize with fast ADCs signals from shaping amplifiers and directly 

from detectors preamplifiers, deconvolution and trapezoidal family algorithms were tried, 

mentioned detector assembly and CANBERRA nitrogen cooled detector with resistive 

feedback preamplifier and others. Several approaches were found capable of reaching 

required detector performance. 

In all the solutions data processing can be represented in two stages. Within the first phase 

detecting of pulses is taking place; i.e., a pair of numbers – pulse height and detection time – 

are assigned to each pulse. As a result of this work, two related data arrays are obtained, one 

of which contains pulse heights, while the other consists of addresses of the detected peaks. 

The second phase includes building of spectra or time dependencies. This process is reduced 

to counting the number of peaks, the addresses and amplitudes of which fall into the time and 

energy intervals determined by the boundaries of the time and energy windows and the 

histogram steps (i.e., by the histogramming parameters) [16]. 

Here it will be briefly reported preliminary results of developing and testing three solutions 

implementing data acquisition and processing for described system with ORTEC detector. 

 Within the first solution spectra collection was performed using functionality of 

mentioned DSPEC-50 analyzer. So, both of the data processing stages were performed on 

the analyzer and then spectra passed to the PC via network interface (TCP/IP protocol). 

 Within the second solution analyzer operated in the “list mode”. In this mode analyzer 

first data processing stage implementation was used. Then this data was passed to PC for 

the second processing stage (spectra and time dependencies building) and further analysis. 

 In the third solution analyzer was used for driving the detector and insuring it HV and LV 

support (as before), but analog signal was passed directly to the installed in the standalone 

PC ADCs (PCI boards). Then digitizing and all data analysis were performed on that PC. 

Instrumental System ADM212x200M64z2 (12 bits, maximum sampling clock 200 MHz, 

400 MHz in doubling mode) and ADM414x65M (14 bits, 65 MHz) ADCs were used. 

The first solution uses default (stock) ORTEC tools. This means maximum simplicity in use 

and ensured highest possible resolution (~2 keV for the 1.33 MeV 
60

Co - line) at least in low 

count-rate mode. No default abilities for times evolutions studies are present in this approach 

and no straight forward solutions can be foreseen for overcoming this restriction, particularly 

from point of view of precise timing and continuous operation requirements. The second 

solution makes use of the stock pulse detection system and this ensures the same resolution. 

But in contrary to the first approach the second one gives precise (200 ns) time binding of 

events. It means possibility to study time evolution of the spectra during experiment with the 

flexibility to specify arbitrary energy and time windows and histogram steps while building 

resulting spectra and time dependencies. Developed in Ioffe Institute codes were used for 
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proceeding with the second data processing stage. For the first two solutions used with 

described setup declared by ORTEC guaranteed count-rate is 10
5
 s

-1
. The third solution is the 

most complex, but it gives maximum flexibility in data processing. Algorithm of the 

trapezoidal family (similar to the implemented by ORTEC on the DSPEC-50 analyzer) was 

tried for digital signal processing. Preliminary measurements have shown better result with 

the ADM414x65M than with ADM212x200M64z2 ADC. It can be explained by lower noise 

level and higher bit capacity of the first one. Since both of the available for test ADCs are not 

optimized for coupling with HPGe detector, highest possible for the detector resolution was 

reached only in modes with significant data losses. No loss modes have shown 3-4 times 

worse resolution. Higher bit capacity ADCs are available on market and planned to be tried 

with the detector to reach maximum resolution without data losses. Both second and third 

approaches can be used for HRGD implementation on ITER. Third solution is especially 

promising in ability to reach highest count-rates and convenient in flexibility finding the 

optimum for physical analysis compromise between the resolution and efficiency. 

More investigations are scheduled for this year, including detailed studies of load abilities. 

Trapezoidal and some other examined filters can be implemented on FPGAs to process a 

signal with several parameter sets simultaneously in real time. Suggested digital signal 

processing techniques can be used for wide class of other spectroscopic solutions, particularly 

for ITER diagnostics. 

5. Conclusions 

Gamma diagnostics provides unique information about fast particles in tokamak plasmas. 

High resolution methods can give even more data for detailed quantitative study of plasma 

components DFs, particularly for diagnosing fusion - particles slowing down, fuel ions 

heating, turbulence to fast particles mutual interaction and etc. HRGD is included into the 

NPA diagnostic system project. Favorable measurements conditions at detector location 

seriously simplify system development. Common viewable plasma volume makes joint data 

analysis (in order to cross-check and complement diagnostic results) for different NPA 

complex components especially convenient. NPA complex with HRGD features even lower 

neutron fields around than without it. Key details of the HRGD project are given in this paper, 

some points summarized below. 

 Short analysis of the developing system is given. 

 In order to demonstrate diagnostic abilities, count-rates estimations for two reactions 

given. Estimations for other reactions performed and will be reported soon. 

 Prototype of the system manufactured, components choice justified. 

 DSP solutions discussed, first test of the techniques carried out. 

Another core for the HRGD problem is LS analysis. Dedicated codes for establishing 

connection between observed shapes of the - lines and plasma components DFs has been 

developed and will be further improved. Description of the LS analysis is outside the scope of 

this paper. Some of the LS analysis features can be found in [5], some of the others will be 

reported soon. 
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